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Many Automatic Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) are based on minutiae
matching. Minutiae are the terminations and bifurcations of the ridge lines in a fin-29

gerprint image. A gray-scale fingerprint image that has undergone binarization, followed
by thinning, in order to extract the minutiae, may contain hundreds of minutiae, all of31

which are not so vivid and obvious in the original image. Thus, the set of minutiae that
are well-defined and more prominent than the rest should be given higher relevance and33

importance in the process of minutiae matching.
In this work, a gray-scale fingerprint image is first preprocessed to produce a thinned35

binary image. Next, a method to assign a score value to each of the extracted minutiae is
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proposed, based on certain topographical properties of a minutia. The score associated1

to a minutia signifies its robustness and prominence. A minutia with a higher score value
should be considered with higher priority in the matching scheme to yield better results.3

Experimental results on several standard databases have been reported.

Keywords: Automatic Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS); biometric authentica-5

tion; fingerprint matching; minutiae.

1. Introduction7

Fingerprints, produced by the ridge and valley patterns on the tip of the fingers,

have been used for biometric authentication for quite a long time.9 Owing to their9

uniqueness and immutability,19 coupled with easy acquisition procedure, finger-

prints provide the most widely used biometric features till today. In the recent11

years, apart from criminal identification extensively used by law enforcement agen-

cies, fingerprint verification has become more popular in day-to-day civilian applica-13

tions, such as access control, financial security, employee identification, verification

of firearm purchasers, driver license applicants, etc. In the past, fingerprint veri-15

fication was performed manually by professional fingerprint experts. However, the

manual matching of fingerprints is very tedious, time consuming, and expensive. A17

fingerprint image database may contain as high as several million records, thereby

making the manual fingerprint verification an intractable task. Recently, automatic19

palmprint verification has also received considerable attention.30

In order to ensure a much faster and efficient fingerprint matching process,21

Automatic Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) have evolved in recent times.

Most of them are based on minutiae matching. Minutiae, also called Galton’s23

characteristics,9 are local discontinuities of ridge lines in a fingerprint pattern. The

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has proposed a minutiae classifica-25

tion based on four classes: Terminations, bifurcations, trifurcations (or crossovers),

and undetermined.1 In practice, most of the AFIS follow the two-class minutiae clas-27

sification: Termination and bifurcation, used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI).31 Since in a fingerprint image, trifurcation and undetermined minutiae, if29

present, are very few in number, we have adopted the model used by FBI, and

have not considered a trifurcation minutia or an undetermined minutia as a valid31

minutia. The bifurcation and termination minutiae, located in two small regions

of size 40 pixels × 40 pixels each, of a gray-scale fingerprint image having 500dpi33

resolution are shown in Fig. 1. These two regions have been carefully selected from

a noise-free portion of an image to have a better understanding of how a bifurcation35

minutia or a termination minutia looks like in a gray-scale image topography. In

many situations, however, the minutiae are located in a noisy area when it becomes37

difficult to recognize them.

In a fingerprint identification system, the fingerprint image is captured by some39

inking method or a sensor. The acquired image often contains impure patterns

or noise caused by under-inking, over-inking, wrinkles, scars, uneven pressure at41
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(a) Bifurcation minutia (b) Termination minutia

Fig. 1. Modified view of minutiae depicting gray-scale topography of a fingerprint image.

fingertip, limitations in the digitization system, etc. Extraction of valid minutiae1

that characterize a fingerprint image is a primary task before starting a matching

process. The minutiae extraction can be done either on a gray-scale image20 or on3

a binary image.7,14 Whatever may be the technique of minutiae extraction, the set

of extracted minutiae may serve as a distinct feature characterizing the fingerprint5

image, and can be finally used in the minutiae matching process for fingerprint

identification.7,12,14,17,20,21,25
7

Minutiae detection directly from a gray-scale fingerprint image was considered

by Maio and Maltoni.20 The basic idea is to trace the ridge lines on the gray-scale9

image by “sailing” according to certain directional features. In this scheme, no

binarization or thinning is required. Instead, a Gaussian mask for regularizing the11

uneven “volcano silhouette” of the transverse section of a ridge is used to locate

the local maximum corresponding to the ridge center. Computation of local ridge13

direction is done at every step on each ridge line to traverse successfully along

the ridge center line, except when, although very rarely, the ridge has excessive15

bending. The set of minutiae detected in this approach is then passed through three

filters to remove the invalid minutiae, such as low contrast minutiae, pairs of close17

termination minutiae, and bifurcation minutiae crowded in a small neighborhood.

Both the stages of minutiae extraction and minutiae matching have been19

described by Jain et al.14 for an online fingerprint verification system. For minutiae

extraction, an improved algorithm proposed by Ratha et al.28 is implemented for21

processing an input gray-scale fingerprint image captured with an online inkless

scanner. A new hierarchical method is shown for estimation of local orientation23

field of flow patterns, followed by a segmentation algorithm to locate the region

of interest from the fingerprint image. Binarization is done by convolving the fin-25

gerprint image with two masks, adapted to the local ridge width, to accentuate

the local maximum gray-level values along the direction normal to the local ridge27

direction. From the binarized ridge map, the holes and speckles, arising due to the

noise present in the input image, are removed before ridge thinning for efficient29
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minutiae extraction. The thinned ridge map undergoes a smoothing procedure to1

remove spikes and to join broken ridges. A final refinement, based on the structural

informations, is done to eliminate the spurious minutiae, viz., clustered minutiae in3

a small region, and two close minutiae facing each other. For each surviving minu-

tia, its coordinates, orientation (i.e. local ridge orientation of the associated ridge),5

and the associated ridge are recorded for matching purpose. The matching proce-

dure consists of two stages, namely, the alignment stage and the matching stage.7

In the alignment stage, transformations such as translation, rotation and scaling

between an input image and a database template are estimated in order to make9

the input image aligned with the template minutiae according to the estimated

parameters (coordinates, orientation, and associated ridge). In the matching stage,11

both the input minutiae and the template minutiae are converted to polygons in

polar coordinate system and an elastic string matching algorithm is used to match13

the resulting polygons.

In the fingerprint minutiae extraction method developed by Farina et al.,7 a15

local ridge distance map has been derived from the skeleton image. The local ridge

distance map captures the average ridge distance in each region of the image.18 In17

this method, the skeleton image is processed pixel by pixel to find the number of

outgoing branches that indicate whether or not the candidate pixel is a minutia.19

This is followed by (i) pre-filtering to delete one minutia from a pair of minutiae

lying close to each other, (ii) skeleton enhancement or ridge repair to identify ridge21

breaks, eliminate bridges, spurs and short ridges, and finally, (iii) removal of islands

and validation of bifurcations and end-points. The final valid set of minutiae is23

classified as either “highly reliable” or “less reliable”.

He et al.11 has developed a fingerprint image enhancement and minutiae match-25

ing algorithm that is a modification over the method used by Jain et al.14 The

method developed by He et al. is divided into two phases, off-line and on-line. In27

the off-line phase, a fingerprint image is acquired, enhanced using orientation fields

of ridge directions. Thereafter, features of the fingerprint in terms of minutiae coor-29

dinates, its orientation, relation of the minutiae to some points on the associated

ridge are extracted and stored in a database as a template. In the next on-line31

phase, a fingerprint is acquired, enhanced and the same features of the fingerprint

are extracted, fed to a matching model and matched against template models in33

the database. The matching phase is akin to Jain et al.’s method,14 except for three

aspects. The difference is in the method of alignment, use of ridge information in35

the matching process, and the use of a variable bounding box that is more robust

to nonlinear deformations between two fingerprints.37

Another approach to speed up fingerprint identification problem is the use of

indexing. An indexing algorithm, based on the features of triangles formed by the39

triplets of minutiae, and its performance on two different data sets in a black-box

approach have been reported by Bhanu and Tan.2 The triangle features that are41

used are its angles, handedness, type, direction, and maximum side. Experimental

results on live-scan fingerprint images of varying quality and NIST special database43
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4 show that the indexing approach efficiently narrows down the number of candidate1

images in the presence of translation, rotation, scale, shear, occlusion, and clutter.

Thus, the indexing technique significantly reduces the number of hypotheses to be3

considered for the verification algorithm. In other words, in a complete fingerprint

recognition system, an indexing technique can be used as front-end processing,5

which would be then followed by a back-end verification processing.

Apart from minutiae-based fingerprint matching, there exist other matching7

algorithms that largely depend on the ridge and valley topography of a fingerprint

image. Traditional minutiae-based methods suffer from the following shortcomings:9

(i) they do not fully utilize a significant component of the rich discriminatory infor-

mation available in the ridge and valley structure of fingerprints; and (ii) they fail11

to match quickly two fingerprint images containing different number of unregistered

minutiae points.15 In a procedure by Jain et al.,15 a bank of Gabor filters is used to13

capture both local and global details in a fingerprint as a compact fixed length Fin-

gerCode. This scheme tessellates an image to extract its FingerCode, which is the15

ordered enumeration of the local features contained in the tessellated sectors; the

Euclidean distance between two FingerCodes is used for matching. This has been17

designed with an objective of computationally attractive matching and indexing. In

the matching scheme, the concept of scores in the form of vectors is used to express19

the degree of matching between two fingerprints. Similarly, in the work by Willis

and Myers,32 the total image, or a better representation thereof, is used for the21

recognition of low-quality fingerprints. After necessary smoothening and enhancing

of imperfect images by a threshold FFT technique, valid minutiae are detected to23

find a reference point by computing a weighted centroid of all valid minutiae and

ridge pixels. The reference point is used for a wedge ring overlay minutia detector,25

and finally, a number of statistical and neural network classifiers are tested to clas-

sify the relevant feature vectors for the recognition task. Ceguerra and Koprinska6
27

have developed another approach that also combines local as well as global features

of a fingerprint image by integrating minutiae and shape signatures that are used29

in a neural network for final recognition.

2. Preliminaries31

A fingerprint image essentially consists of a set of minutiae on the x-y plane. Minu-

tiae are the terminations and bifurcations of ridge lines in a fingerprint image. The33

ridge lines, appearing in the foreground of the gray-scale topography, are separated

by valley lines appearing in the background. In a fingerprint image, there exists35

a striking duality in the sense that the valley lines also have minutiae (termina-

tions and bifurcations) and flow patterns similar to the ridge lines.12,13 The ridge37

and valley characteristics, such as ridge and valley flow directions, inter-ridge and

inter-valley distances, ridge and valley breaks, etc., are very useful properties that39

indicate the validity criteria of a minutia detected by any algorithm. These param-

eters have been used extensively in a number of earlier works. For enhancing a41
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gray-level fingerprint image, orientation of ridges is used for designing a filter by1

O’Gorman and Nickerson,24 and, for using directional images by Mehtre et al.22 In

a work by Hung,13 ridge enhancement is done based on ridge directions, and noise3

removal and pattern purification are performed with the help of both ridge and

valley characteristics.5

A gray-scale fingerprint image often undergoes binarization, followed by thin-

ning, in the preprocessing stage, in order to extract the minutia points.7,14 In the7

process of binarization and thinning, several ridge deformations, such as spurs,

bridges, short ridges, loops, ridge breaks, become prominent that give rise to false9

minutiae. These undesired spurious elements in the ridge skeleton owe their origin

to the noise present in the original gray-scale image. A spur originating from a11

point P on a ridge gives rise to a false minutia at P . Among the three branches

incident at P , only two branches are aligned while the direction of the third branch13

that corresponds to a spur is generally different. Moreover, the length of a branch,

if forming a spur at P , is within some specified magnitude that helps to identify15

it as a spur.7,13 In general, if λ is the local inter-ridge distance of the correspond-

ing minutia, then the length of a spur is not more than 3λ/2. A small region of17

a gray-scale fingerprint image with 500 dpi resolution that gives rise to a spur is

shown in Fig. 2(a), and the corresponding skeletonized version in Fig. 2(b). It is19

evident from Fig. 2(b) that the spur length is 6 pixels, which is about λ/2 for the

associated block of region. The spur has given rise to two false minutiae: One being21

a false bifurcation minutia on the ridge from where it has originated, and the other

being a false termination minutia where it ends. The two false minutiae arising out23

of the spur, are shown as black pixels in Fig. 2(b).

Another small region of a gray-scale image topography that contains a bridge25

and the corresponding skeletonized image are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The

latter is basically a ternary image, where, the darker lines are ridges and the fainter27

ones are valleys against a white background. The use of ternary image (ridge,

valley, and background) can be found in many existing techniques on fingerprint29
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Fig. 2. Magnified view of spur in a fingerprint image.
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Fig. 3. Magnified view of bridge in a fingerprint image.

matching.3,10,13 A bridge is nearly orthogonal to the pair of ridges it is connected1

to, and its length is, in general, not more than 3λ/2.7 Moreover, a bridge gives rise

to a valley break,13 thereby creating two valley terminations on its two sides. The3

two valley terminations on two sides of the bridge (of ridge skeleton) are shown as

black pixels in Fig. 3(b). The bridge itself gives rise to two false minutiae on the pair5

of ridges it is connected to. Similarly, short ridges, loops, and ridge breaks are also

very common image impurities, giving rise to false minutiae, whose characteristic7

nature and invalidation techniques can be found in the literature.7,13

During preprocessing, apart from spurs, bridges, loops, etc., several spurious and9

misleading lines appear in the thinned image because of the noise present in the orig-

inal gray-scale image. These lines are mere aberrations that often give rise to poor11

or not-so-obvious minutiae, thereby delaying the process of minutiae matching, or

reporting a poor fingerprint match. Spurs, bridges, loops, etc. are easily detectable13

in a less noisy region. In a substantially large noisy part of an image, several criss-

crosses may arise that are not always detectable as spurs, bridges or loops. A small15

region from such a noise-affected area is shown in Fig. 4. There may also exist

some minutiae in a noise-free region (apparently, by the naked eye) that are feebly17

recognizable in the gray-scale image because of erratic gray-value pattern in that

locality. As a result, an ambiguity may arise regarding the inclusion or exclusion of19

a minutia depending on its visual clarity in the original gray-scale image.

The postprocessing job on authentication of the detected set of minutiae is also21

performed in the grayscale domain under supervised learning. The minutiae-based

matching procedure by Prabhakar et al.26 uses feedforward of original fingerprint23

image to the feature (minutiae) verification stage. The image is first normalized and

then its contrast is enhanced by appropriate Gabor filters. The verification stage25

is based on re-examining the grayscale profile in a minutia’s spatial neighborhood.

The verification stage first learns the characteristics of the ground-truth minutiae27

and non-minutia regions in the grayscale image in the training phase, which is then

used to verify each detected minutia. This stage is based on supervised learning29
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Fig. 4. Gray-scale topography of a noisy zone and its corresponding skeletonized binary structure.

using Learning Vector Quantization. Here, quality index of an image is measured1

by an algorithm based on grayscale variance and consistency of ridge orientations

to determine regions of good quality, and an overall quality score is assigned to3

an image, but not to any individual minutia. On the contrary, in our work, we

have devised a method to assign scores to all valid minutiae that can be exploited5

to evaluate the overall quality of the concerned image by an efficient technique.

Further, it does not need any training. Prabhakar et al.26 observed that the finger-7

print verification system can be improved by a feedforward of the original grayscale

image to a feature verification stage. The method however, requires (i) exploring an9

intelligent scheme for applying the algorithm to only selected locations for minu-

tiae detection, and (ii) devising an efficient training mechanism. Another assertion11

from their paper that reinforces our findings is that they have mentioned about

the possibility of improving the accuracy of the fingerprint verification system by13

some modified matching algorithm that can take the confidence value (referred to

as score in our work) of the individual minutiae into account. Another technique15

proposed by Jiang and Ser16 improves the fingerprint templates by merging and

averaging minutiae of multiple fingerprints. The weighted averaging scheme enables17

the template to change gradually with time according to the change of skin and

imaging conditions. This reduces the storage and computation requirements by its19

inherent recursive nature. It can be said that our work just echoes the same idea

when only one fingerprint image is available for an individual being. In fact, the21

method of assigning scores to the minutiae will be be of greater significance when

we have a series of fingeprint images for the same being over a prolonged period23

of time.

Main Results25

In order to circumvent the aforesaid uncertainty, we propose in this paper, a

methodology of assigning a score value to each minutia, after elimination of spurs,
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bridges, loops, etc. Each minutia is assigned an integer score in the scale [1, 100]1

depending on its topographical characteristics in the skeletonized ternary image

(ridge, valley, and background), which in turn, are derived from its visual promi-3

nence in the original gray-scale image. It may be noted that the proposed score-

based technique can be used to expedite both the fingerprint identification problem5

(1-to-N) and the verification problem (1-to-1).

3. Score-Based Fingerprint Matching7

Let A be the set of minutiae, called the data set, existing in the fingerprint database,

and B be the query set of minutiae that has to be checked for a match with some9

subset of A. The existing matching schemes do not discriminate among the minutiae

apropos their quality either in the data set or in the query set. In these schemes,11

a match is reported if the coordinates, types and angles of minutiae of query set

B are found to be agreeing with those of data set A under certain transformations13

like translation, rotation, or scaling.12,14,17,20,25 The authenticity of the minutiae

is, in general, not taken into consideration.15

In order to consider the relative quality of a minutia in a fingerprint image

as a practical matching criterion, we define a minutia point P as a 5-tuple, P =17

〈x, y, t, θ, s〉, where, 〈x, y〉 = coordinates of P , t = type of minutia (bifurcation or

termination), θ = angle made by the tangent to the corresponding ridge at the19

point P , and s = an integer score associated with the minutia P . The angle θ

corresponding to a bifurcation minutia and a termination minutia are shown in21

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. For each valid minutia P , the corresponding value

of the associated ridge direction θ can be estimated by the conventional linear23

regression technique.

X

Y

θ
P

X

Y

θ

P

(a) Bifurcation minutia (b) Termination minutia

Fig. 5. Ridge direction θ for a minutia P .
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The score values are normalized within a scale of 1 to 100, where, a minutia1

with score nearing 100 is of the highest significance compared to any other minutia

with a lower score value. In other words, if a minutia P1 has a score s1, and another3

minutia P2 has a score s2, where s1 < s2, then P1 is a less dependable minutia

than P2. Figure 6(a) exhibits a small region of a ternary skeletonized image (ridge,5

valley, and background) which is free of noise, and Fig. 6(b) shows a similar region

affected by noise. It is quite evident from this figure that the minutiae P in Fig. 6(a)7

will have a fairly high score, whereas, the minutiae P in Fig. 6(b) will have a poor

score value. The ridge lines as well as the valley lines in the neighborhood of P in9

Fig. 6(b) have erratic and irregular flow patterns that indicate the presence of noise

in this region. On the contrary, the ridge and valley lines in Fig. 6(a) show a smooth11

flow pattern that speaks of the tidiness of the region. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the

darker (fainter) lines represent the ridges (valleys). Both the ridge minutiae and13

valley minutiae in these figures are highlighted by black pixels.

While applying a fingerprint matching procedure based on minutiae, the scores15

of minutiae of A and those of B can be used to predict how good or bad the match

is. Let A′ be a subset of A, and B′ be a subset of BR,T,S , where, BR,T,S has been17

obtained from B after suitable transformations of rotation (R), translation (T ), and

scaling (S), such that A′ and B′ form the best possible matching pair of subsets.19

Let |A| = na, |B| = nb, and |A′| = |B′| = nmatch. If a minutia (xai
, yai

) with score

sai
in set A′ is a potential match with a minutia (xbi

, ybi
) with score sbi

in set B′,21

the difference between sai
and sbi

(sai
∼ sbi

) indicates the quality of matching of

(xai
, yai

) and (xbi
, ybi

). For a matching between A and B with nmatch minutiae, we

P
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(a) Minutia P with high score (b) Minutia P with low score

Fig. 6. Typical ridge and valley skeletons in the local neighborhood of a strong minutia (with
high score) and a weak minutia (with low score).
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define the matching index MI as follows:1

MI =
1

nmax

nmatch
∑

i=1

{

1

2
(sai

+ sbi
)− ω|sai

− sbi
|

}

, (1)

where, nmax = max(na, nb), and 0 ≤ ω ≤ 101

198
.3

The rationale behind Eq. (1) is as follows. Since 1 ≤ sai
, sbi
≤ 100 for 1 ≤ i ≤

nmatch, the maximum value of (sai
+ sbi

) is 200, whereas, the minimum value is 2.5

Thus, for a match between two best possible minutiae, each with score 100, a value

of 100 is contributed to the matching index. Similarly, a value of 1 is contributed due7

to a match between two worst possible minutiae, each with score 1. The parameter

ω represents the weightage attached to the difference of scores of two matching9

minutiae in their way of participating in the estimate of MI . It can be shown that

the value of ω should lie between 0 and 101

198
so that

{

1

2
(sai

+ sbi
)− ω|sai

− sbi
|
}

11

is never negative. The case of worst matching (hence a minimum contribution to

MI in Eq. (1)) between two corresponding minutiae arises when, without loss of13

generality, sai
= 100 and sbi

= 1, that is, sai
and sbi

differ by maximum extent.

Therefore, in order to reduce the contribution to MI for the worst case to as low15

as zero (the lowest possible in our procedure), we should have, as per Eq. (1),
1

2
(100+1)−ω|100−1| = 0, or, ω = 101

198
. A high value of ω nearing 101

198
signifies that17

not only the average score of the matching minutiae is considered in the estimate

of MI , but their difference in scores is also taken into consideration with a high19

weightage. For instance, for ω = 1

2
, if sai

> sbi
, then the contribution to MI by the

corresponding match is 1

2
(sai

+ sbi
)− 1

2
(sai
− sbi

) = sbi
= min(sai

, sbi
). Similarly,21

for ω = 1

2
, if sbi

> sai
, then the contribution to MI by the corresponding match

is 1

2
(sai

+ sbi
) − 1

2
(sbi
− sai

) = sai
= min(sai

, sbi
). Thus, for ω = 1

2
, if one of sai

23

and sbi
is very high, and the other one very low, the contribution to MI by the

matching pair (xai
, yai

) and (xbi
, ybi

) is as poor as the score of the minutia of worse25

quality. However, as ω approaches 0, the contribution to MI by the matching pair

(xai
, yai

) and (xbi
, ybi

) approaches the average score of this minutiae pair.27

Furthermore, from Eq. (1), it is also evident that if nmatch is quite small com-

pared to nmax, MI will be also quite low even though the scores of all matching29

minutiae may be very high. Similarly, MI will also be quite low if scores of each

pair of matching minutiae vary widely instead of nmatch being close to nmax. MI31

will be high only if nmatch is close to nmax and all matching minutiae are of good

quality. The ideal case for MI = 100 occurs only when na = nb = nmatch and33

sai
= sbi

= 100, for i = 1, 2, . . . , nmatch. A score-based generic structure of an

AFIS is shown in Fig. 7.35

4. Evaluation of score

The score s of a minutia P is estimated based on the following properties:37

• pattern of ridge flow in and around P
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Fig. 7. Generic structure of an AFIS considering minutiae scores.

• pattern of valley flow in and around P1

• noise level in the locality of P .

If the ridge and valley lines in the local neighborhood of P have a smooth3

nature of flow, the corresponding minutia P will have a genuine contribution in the

fingerprint matching. On the contrary, if in some region, the ridge and valley lines5

have an erratic or uneven nature of flow, a minutia P ′ in that region should not

predominate the matching procedure. The former minutia (P ), being located in a7

tidy region, lends more confidence in the matching procedure than the latter (P ′),

which is located in a noisy region.9

For a minutia P (x, y), the score is given by the equation

s = bsric+ bsvac+ bsnoc, (2)11

where, sri, sva and sno are the score components due to ridge flow, valley flow,

and noise level respectively in the local neighborhood of P . The components sri and13

sva denote measures of perfectness of ridge and valley flow respectively, that are

evaluated based on some distances estimated in the local ridge and valley topog-15

raphy around the minutia P . To take into account the noise of the region in and

around P , the component sno is estimated in a local window centered at P . Noise17

imparts a negative effect on the score.

4.1. Score of a bifurcation minutia19

Let λ be the average inter-ridge distance of a fingerprint image. First, we find the

three neighbor pixels N1, N2, N3 of P , considering 8-neighborhood. N1, N2, N321

are the three starting pixels of the ridges r1, r2, r3 respectively, incident at P . We

explore a walk along each of r1, r2, r3 starting from N1, N2, N3 respectively, each23

walk being of length λ. Let these walks be named as w1, w2, and w3 respectively.

If during some walk wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, any bifurcation or termination minutia is25

encountered, the walk is halted. Let, li, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, denote the length of the walk

wi. Let, lmin be the minimum of li, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and µ be the number of walks whose27

lengths are less than λ. If P is a minutia of good quality, then each li should be at

least λ/2, and at least two of them should be λ. So, if lmin < λ/2 or, µ ≥ 2, we29

assign 0 to score and return from this point. Otherwise, if lmin < λ, then we walk

for a length lmin along each of the three ridges r1, r2, r3 starting from N1, N2, N331
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r2

r1

Q=Q3

P

Q1

Q2

r=r3

d12d31

d23

Fig. 8. Ridges r1, r2, and r3 incident at the bifurcation minutia P .

respectively, so that after the (re-)walks, each of the points Q1, Q2, Q3, reached on1

the three ridges r1, r2, r3 respectively, is at equal distance from P (Fig. 8).

In this scenario, we need to identify the ridge line that bifurcates at P . In Fig. 8,3

the three ridges are shown as r1, r2, and r, where r (=r3) has been depicted as

the pre-bifurcated ridge, and r1, r2 are its two bifurcations at P . To identify the5

pre-bifurcated ridge, we define dmin = min(d12, d23, d31), where, dij = L2-distance

between Qi(xi, yi) and Qj(xj , yj) = [(xi−xj)
2 + (yi− yj)

2]
1

2 , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, i 6= j. If7

Q1 and Q2 are on the two bifurcated ridges r1 and r2, then d12 < d23 and d12 < d31.

However, this condition may fail if P is a poor minutia candidate, viz., when the9

ridges incident at P are of uneven nature, and it is difficult to ascertain the pre-

bifurcated ridge among r1, r2, r3. Hence, if dmin > 3lmin/2, we assign 0 to score,11

and return.

In order to compute the score sri for a bifurcation minutia P , we define the13

following distances, vide Fig. 9.

dqn1
= distance from Q to neighbor ridge n1 = QK115

dqn2
= distance from Q to neighbor ridge n2 = QK2

dq1n1
= distance from Q1 to neighbor ridge n1 = Q1M117

dq2n2
= distance from Q2 to neighbor ridge n2 = Q2M2

θ
P

P’

P"

Q

K1
L1

L2

K2

n1

r1

r2

v

v1

v2

n2

r
y

x

M1
V1

R1

M2

V2

R2Q2

Q1
S1

S2

Fig. 9. Ridge and valley characteristics in the local neighborhood of a bifurcation minutia.
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dq1r2
= distance from Q1 to bifurcated ridge r2 = Q1S21

dq2r1
= distance from Q2 to bifurcated ridge r1 = Q2S1.

For a good minutia, the above distances should be close to λ. So, sri is assigned3

to P depending on the closeness of dBM,ri ∈ {dqn1
, dqn2

, dq1n1
, dq2n2

, dq1r2
, dq2r1

}

w.r.t. λ. Thus, for a bifurcation minutia P , the score w.r.t. the ridge characteristics5

can be chosen as:

sri = αri

∑

dBM,ri

1

λ
(λ− |λ− dBM,ri|), (3)

7

where αri is the ridge score multiplier for bifurcation minutiae.

Similarly, the score sva for the bifurcation minutia P is based on the following9

set of distances:

dqv1
= distance from Q to neighbor valley v1 = QL111

dqv2
= distance from Q to neighbor valley v2 = QL2

dpp′= distance from P to valley termination minutia P ′, if any, lying near P13

in between r1 and r2 = PP ′

dp′′r1
= distance from P ′′ to bifurcated ridge r1 = P ′′R115

dp′′r2
= distance from P ′′ to bifurcated ridge r2 = P ′′R2

dp′′v1
= distance from P ′′ to neighbor valley v1 = P ′′V117

dp′′v2
= distance from P ′′ to neighbor valley v2 = P ′′V2,

where, P ′′ is the point along the valley v at a distance λ from P ′, or, a bifurcation or19

termination of v appearing within the target walk-length of λ. The distances dpp′ ,

dp′′r1
, dp′′r2

, dp′′v1
, and dp′′v2

exist only if P ′ exist near P in between r1 and r2.21

Angle θ, the local ridge direction of r at P , serves as the guiding vector to search

for such a P ′, as shown in Fig. 10, as follows.23

Consider the vector
−−→
PXθ from the minutia P at an angle θ w.r.t. (+)x-axis.

Let D1, D2, D3, . . . be the points on
−−→
PXθ at distances of 1 unit, 2 units, 3 units, . . . ,25

respectively, from P . The search for finding a valley termination operates in an

iterative way for a maximum number of 3λ
2

steps. In the ith step, we consider the
27

x

y

r

P

P’

D1 D2
D3

Di

D11

D21

D31
Di1

D12
D22 D32

Di2

r1

r2

Xθ

θ

Yθ1 Yθ2 Yθ3
Yθi

Fig. 10. Searching for the valley termination minutia P ′ along the tangent vector PXθ corre-
sponding to the ridge bifurcation minutia P .
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line
←−
Di
−→
Yθi passing through Di and perpendicular to

−−→
PXθ. Let Di1 and Di2 be the1

points at which
←−
Di
−→
Yθi intersects the two bifurcated ridges, r1 and r2. At each point

on the line segment Di1Di2, we check whether it is valley minutia. If the point is a3

valley minutia (P ′), the search terminates.

While the parameter {dBM,ri} represents some kind of inter-ridge distance,5

we define other distance measures with a subtle difference. Distances in the set

{d1

BM,va} = {dp′′v1
, dp′′v2

} are inter-valley distances, which should be ideally close7

to λ. The other set {d2

BM,va} = {dqv1
, dqv2

, dpp′ , dp′′r1
, dp′′r2

} contains distances

from a ridge point to a valley line, or from a valley point to a ridge line, and there-9

fore, allowed for a flexibility in their contribution to sva. Hence, distances in the

set
{

d1

BM,va

}

are very much similar to {dBM,ri} as far as the estimation of sva is11

concerned. Their contribution to score may be chosen as:

s1

va = αva

∑

d1

BM,va

1

λ

(

λ−
∣

∣λ− d1

BM,va

∣

∣

)

. (4)

13

And, that due to
{

d2

BM,va

}

is

s2

va =
∑

d2

BM,va

sd2

BM,va
, (5)

15

where, sd2

BM,va
is chosen as:

sd2

BM,va
=















αva · 1 if λ/4 ≤ d2

BM,va ≤ 3λ/4

αva
1

λ

(

d2

BM,va − λ/4
)

if d2

BM,va < λ/4

αva
1

λ

(

3λ/4− d2

BM,va

)

if d2

BM,va > 3λ/4

, (6)

17

and αva is the valley score multiplier for a bifurcation minutia.

A brief reasoning for the development of Eq. (6) is as follows. Since d2

BM,va is19

the distance from a ridge point to a neighboring valley line, or from a valley point

to a neighboring ridge line, it should be ideally equal to λ/2. But by allowing a21

tolerance of ±λ/4, a contribution of αva to the score is made if d2

BM,va lies within

λ/4 and 3λ/4. On the other hand, the contribution to score is made negative if23

d2

BM,va is not within the desired bounds. Furthermore, to incorporate the deviation

of d2

BM,va from the desired value, the contribution by d2

BM,va is made more and25

more negative as it goes farther and farther from λ/4 or 3λ/4.

4.2. Score of a termination minutia27

Let P be a termination minutia and N be the adjacent ridge pixel of P , considering

8-neighborhood. Since P is a termination minutia, there will be only one ridge line,29

say r, incident at P (Fig. 11). We walk along r starting from N , for a length λ,

and designate the walk as w. Let l denote the length of the walk. Since a skele-31

tonized fingerprint image should be devoid of spurs and bridges, l should always be

equal to λ.33
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Fig. 11. Ridge and valley characteristics in the local neighborhood of a termination minutia P .

Let Q be the point on the ridge r reached after the walk w. For estimation of1

the score sri for the termination minutia with respect to ridge lines in the region

containing P , we define the set {dTM,ri} of the following distances:3

dqn1
= distance from Q to neighbor ridge n1 = QK1

dqn2
= distance from Q to neighbor ridge n2 = QK2.5

For P to be a termination minutia of good quality, the above distances, should

be close to λ. These distances are basically inter-ridge distances similar to {dBM,ri}7

in the case of bifurcation minutiae. Hence, the score sri is assigned to P based on

the following equation that resembles with Eq. (3) in the form:9

sri = βri

∑

dTM,ri

1

λ
(λ− |λ− dTM,ri|); (7)

where, βri is the ridge score multiplier for termination minutiae.11

Similarly, the score sva for the termination minutia P is based on the set

{dTM,va} of following distances:13

dqv1
= distance from Q to neighbor valley v1 = QL1

dqv2
= distance from Q to neighbor valley v2 = QL215

dpp′= distance from P to valley termination minutia P ′, if any, lying near P in

between n1 and n2 = PP ′
17

dp′′n1
= distance from P ′′ to neighbor ridge n1 = P ′′N1

dp′′n2
= distance from P ′′ to neighbor ridge n2 = P ′′N2,19

where P ′′ is the point along the valley v at a distance λ from P ′, or, a bifurcation or

termination of v appearing within the target walk-length of λ. The distances dpp′ ,21

dp′′n1
, and dp′′n2

exist only if P ′ is found near P in between n1 and n2. Angle θ,

the local ridge direction of r at P , serves as the guiding vector to search for P ′. The23

procedure of searching for such a valley minutia P ′ is very much similar to that

discussed in Sec. 4.1.25
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The above set of distances are measured either from a ridge point to a valley1

line or from a valley point to a ridge line. Hence, their contribution to score sva is

given by:3

sva =
∑

dTM,va

sdTM,va
, (8)

where, sdTM,va
is chosen as:5

sdTM,va
=











βva · 1 if λ/4 ≤ dTM,va ≤ 3λ/4

βva
1

λ
(dTM,va − λ/4) if dTM,va < λ/4

βva
1

λ
(3λ/4− dTM,va) if dTM,va > 3λ/4

, (9)

and βva is the valley score multiplier for a termination minutia.7

The rationale behind Eq. (9) is the same as that for Eq. (6).

4.3. Estimation of noise9

Let P be a bifurcation or termination minutia having a positive score after the

evaluation of sri and sva. If P does not have a positive score, we need not evaluate11

sno, since sno will contribute a negative score to P ; finally we will consider only the

set of minutiae with postive scores. Consider a circular window W of radius R = Nλ13

centered around P (x, y), vide Figs. 12 and 13. In Fig. 12, W lies entirely within

the region of interest (ROI), whereas, in Fig. 13, W has a partial overlap with the15

region of interest (ROI) of the corresponding image. Let W ′ be the region of overlap

between W and ROI of the image. Let {Qi|Qi lies within W ′; i = 1, 2, . . . , η} be the17

set of points, with each point Qi satisfying any one of the following 3 properties

(Figs. 12 and 13):19

(i) Qi is a ridge minutia with sri + sva ≤ 0

(ii) Qi is a non-minutia ridge point having three or more ridges incident upon it21

(iii) Qi is either a valley bifurcation or a valley termination minutia.

P
Q8

Q4

Q7

Q1

Q12

Q6

Q10
Q2

Q11

Q9

Q3

Q5

radius, R= Nλ

Fig. 12. Example showing contributing points {Q1,Q2, . . . , Q12} in a circular window W centered
around the minutia P . The window W lies entirely within the region of interest.
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Fig. 13. Contributing points {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Q9} in a noisy window W centered around the minutia
P . The window W has partial overlap with the region of interest.

The above definition enables us to use |{Qi}| = η as a measure of noise level1

in the window W centered around P . We define another parameter ν, called the

noise factor, which is used to find the noise threshold, τnoise, given in the equation3

below, that will indicate whether or not the window W associated with a minutia

P is noisy:5

τnoise = ν
A

λ2
, (10)

where A is the net area of overlap between W and the region of interest (ROI) of7

the image. In Fig. 12, since W is entirely within the ROI, A = πR2, whereas, in

Fig. 13, since W lies partially within the ROI, A is less than πR2. The contributing9

points will be more in number as the overlap between W and ROI is high, and

lesser in number when W is centered at a minutia P located near the border of11

ROI. Hence the factor A
πR2 is directly related to the number of contributors within

the circular window W . Also, since R = Nλ, the area of window W is directly13

proportional to N2 for the concerned image. Hence, on the assumption that the

number of contributors within W varies directly with the area of W , Eq. (10) is15

derived as follows.

τnoise = [constant]×N2
A

πR2
= [constant]×

A

πλ2
= ν

A

λ2
.17

If η is higher than τnoise in W corresponding to P , the noise level in W is

considered high enough and each point Qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , η, is accounted one by one19

for their individual contribution to the noise-induced (negative) score sno of P .

Thus, Eq. (11) can be used to find si
no attributed by each Qi, and Eq. (12) sums21

up the individual scores to compute the total score component due to noise:

si
no = γ(R− L2(P, Qi)), (11)23

sno =

{

0 if η ≤ τnoise
∑η

i=1
si

no if η > τnoise
, (12)

where, γ is the noise score multiplier.25
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In Eq. (11), L2-distance between two points P (x, y) and Qi(xi, yi) is given by:1

L2((x, y), (xi, yi)) =
√

(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2. (13)

4.4. Normalization of score3

In order to bound the minutiae scores in the range of [1, 100], the value of αri

(= αva) has been chosen as 100

13
. The reason is as follows. For evaluating the score5

of a bifurcation minutia, we need to compute 6 distances in the set {dBM,ri},

measured w.r.t. different ridge lines, and 7 distances in the set {dBM,va}, measured7

w.r.t. different valley lines. In each of the three Eqs. (3), (4) and (6), the value

of each of the 13 score elements before getting multiplied by αri or αva is at most9

unity. Since there are 13 such score elements, 6 from {dBM,ri} and 7 from {dBM,va},

the maximum score obtainable by a bifurcation minutia, before getting multiplied11

by the ridge score multiplier and valley score multiplier, is 13. Assigning αri =

αva = 100

13
fixes the total maximum score to 100. Another suggestive choice can be13

αri = 50

6
and αva = 50

7
, giving equal weightage to the total ridge score component

and total valley score component. Our choice for αri = αva = 100

13
comes from15

the principle of assigning equal weightage to all 13 distance measures instead of

assigning equal weightage to the two different score components.17

Similarly, for finding the score of a termination minutia with respect to the ridge

and valley skeletons, we measure 7 distances in total, 2 distances in the set {dTM,ri}19

and 5 in {dTM,va}, respectively. In choosing the values for βri and βva, we have

adopted to equal weightage for all these 7 distances, rather than equal weightage21

to total ridge score component and total valley score component. Therefore, in our

experiments, we have taken βri = βva = 100

7
.23

5. Experimental Results

We used the fingerprint images from (i) NIST Special Database 4,27 (ii) NIST25

Special Database 14,5 (iii) Database B1 of FVC2000,8 and (iv) Database B2 of

FVC2000.8 Our experiments for evaluation of scores have been performed on (i) 5027

images of set, (ii) 124 images of set, (iii) 80 images of set, (iv) and 80 images of set.

Each image in these four sets is a 8-bit gray-scale image. The images of set (i) are29

used after applying Wavelet Scalar Quantization implemented in PCASYS.5 A few

of the sample images are shown in Appendix 1.31

First, the input image is transformed to a skeletonized ternary image consisting

of ridges, valleys, and backgrounds. In order to get the skeletonized ternary image33

from a gray-scale image, we have used the tool RIV EX developed by us.29 For

the detection of minutiae from a skeletonized binary image, consisting of ridges(1)35

against background(0), or valleys(1) against background(0), we have used another

tool named as MINUBIN .23 Four gray-scale images each from set (i), set (ii),37

set (iii) and set (iv) are shown in Figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21 respectively. The images

of set (i) and set (ii) are of size 480×512 each, those of set (iii) are of size 300×300,39
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and those of set (iv) of size 364×256. All the images in these four sets are recorded1

at 500dpi.

The results obtained over the four sets of images are presented in Table 1. In

Table 1, column 3 indicates the number of images considered for generating the

results shown. Column 5 indicates the average number of minutiae with positive

scores, nk, for kth set, vide Eq. (14). Column 6 gives the overall mean score, µk,

for the corresponding set of images, estimated from the individual mean scores of

all the images in the set, µkj , in accordance with the Eq. (15).

nk =
1

mk

mk
∑

j=1

nkj , (14)

µk =

∑mk

j=1
nkj µkj

∑mk

j=1
nkj

, (15)

where, mk = total number of images in kth set, nkj = number of minutiae with3

positive scores, and µkj is the mean score over all minutiae with positive scores, in

jth image of kth set, k ∈ {i, ii, iii, iv}, as shown in the Eq. (16).5

µkj =
1

nkj

nkj
∑

i=1

skji, (16)

where, skji is the (positive) score of ith minutiae in the jth image of kth set.7

In Table 1, column 7 displays the overall standard deviation, σk, for the cor-

responding set of images, vide Eq. (17), estimated from the individual standard

deviations, σkj , of all the images in the set, in accordance with the Eq. (18). Aver-

age time for evaluating the scores of all minutiae per image of a database is given

in column 8.

σk =

[

∑mk

j=1

(

nkj σ 2

kj + nkj µ 2

kj

)

∑mk

j=1
nkj

− µ 2

k

]
1

2

, (17)

σkj =

[

1

nkj

nkj
∑

i=1

(skji − µkj)
2

]
1

2

. (18)

Table 1. Results for 4 sets of images.

Set Database No. of Image Size Avg. no. of Mean Std. dev. Avg. time
Images Minutiae Score Score in sec.

i NIST sdb-4 50 480 × 512 33 33.55 22.38 0.121

ii NIST sdb-14 124 480 × 512 59 48.92 21.84 0.125

iii FVC-2000 80 300 × 300 16 32.46 19.13 0.045
set-B db-1

iv FVC-2000 80 364 × 256 23 36.20 20.51 0.053
set-B db-2
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In the estimation of noise-based score, a number of parameters are involved.1

N decides the area covered by the window W . A higher value of N includes the

distant contributors responsible for noise, whereas, a lower value often fails to incor-3

porate the real noise contributors. Optimization of N is, therefore, a crucial factor.

ν decides the noise threshold τnoise that plays a vital role in deciding the noise level5

of the window W . The controlling paramater γ decides the influence of noise on the

score. A higher value of γ will enforce a higher impact of noise in the score. Table 27

enumerates the roles played by the noise detection parameters. Different sets of

Table 2. Variation of score with different parameters.

Image file N ν γ ni nf ∆n(%) Mean Score

fpi.001.01 1.0 2.00 0.10 77 51 33.77 60.25
fpi.001.02 1.0 2.00 0.20 77 50 35.06 54.12
fpi.001.03 1.0 1.00 0.10 77 51 33.77 54.06
fpi.001.04 1.0 1.00 0.20 77 50 35.06 39.22
fpi.001.05 2.0 3.00 0.10 77 51 33.77 65.35
fpi.001.06 2.0 3.00 0.20 77 51 33.77 65.35
fpi.001.07 2.0 2.00 0.10 77 46 40.26 65.91
fpi.001.08 2.0 2.00 0.20 77 45 41.56 66.89
fpi.001.09 2.0 1.00 0.10 77 41 46.75 48.24
fpi.001.10 2.0 0.50 0.10 77 41 46.75 38.54
fpi.001.11 2.0 0.50 0.20 77 15 80.52 57.07
fpi.001.12 3.0 1.00 0.10 77 32 58.44 66.72
fpi.001.13 3.0 0.75 0.10 77 19 75.32 58.32
fpi.001.14 3.0 0.50 0.10 77 17 77.92 45.82

Table 3. Score distribution for different images.

No. Image Minutiae Minutiae Mean Std. Dev.
before with (+)ve Score of Scores
Score Scores

1 nist.14.1 77 37 59.70 31.59
2 nist.14.2 79 40 58.67 32.25
3 nist.14.3 82 34 60.71 28.66
4 nist.14.4 111 66 62.12 28.05

5 nist.4.1 97 12 44.42 29.26
6 nist.4.2 95 28 35.50 24.43
7 nist.4.3 144 18 28.83 26.61
8 nist.4.4 111 24 33.88 25.25

9 fvc.b1.1 20 11 51.55 17.25
10 fvc.b1.2 34 19 38.74 21.87
11 fvc.b1.3 39 10 44.10 19.06
12 fvc.b1.4 45 11 24.36 28.33

13 fvc.b2.1 20 16 54.62 26.41
14 fvc.b2.2 13 11 51.68 28.01
15 fvc.b2.3 26 22 55.73 35.07
16 fvc.b2.4 25 14 62.64 28.93
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values of these parameters have been chosen carefully to demonstrate their effects1

on the scores of minutiae for a ternary skeleton image fpi.001 exhibited in Fig. 14.

In Table 2, the column with heading ni indicates the initial number of minutiae3

that are present in the image fpi.001 (Fig. 14) prior to score evaluation. For each

set of parameters, the corresponding final number of minutiae with positive scores5

is shown in column with heading nf . The column with heading ∆n(%) shows the

percentage of difference of nf from ni. The images with (positively) scored minutiae7

for different sets of parameters are shown in Fig. 15(a) to Fig. 15(n). In all of these

ternary images shown, the darker lines represent the ridges and the faint lines9

the valleys.

To show our experimental results on the 4 sets of images, we go for choosing11

N = 2.00, ν = 1.25, γ = 0.10. The corresponding image for our chosen set of

parameters with some score values written beside the corresponding minutiae is13

shown in Fig. 16, the darkness of a minutia being proportional to its score. Table 4

includes the scores (positive values only) of the bifurcation minutiae (BM), followed15

by those of the termination minutiae (TM), arranged in ascending orders.

Four typical minutiae out of the 77 minutiae of fpi.001 (Fig. 14) are selected17

along with their neighborhood regions of size 70× 70 pixels, shown in Fig. 17, to

clarify the three score components, sri, sva and sno, of these minutiae. Each of these19

minutiae are located in the center of their corresponding regions in Fig. 17.

In the minutiae P1 (type: Bifurcation, x: 345, y: 414), each of the three score21

components is 0. This is due to the fact that all the three ridges incident at P1

are less than λ in length, thereby failing to establish a positive ridge score for23

P1, vide Sec. 4.1. Furthermore, the three ridges incident at P1 may be very short
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Fig. 14. fpi.001 with 77 minutiae without scores.
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(a) fpi.001.01 with 51 minutiae (b) fpi.001.02 with 50 minutiae
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(c) fpi.001.03 with 51 minutiae (d) fpi.001.04 with 50 minutiae
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(e) fpi.001.05 with 51 minutiae (f) fpi.001.06 with 51 minutiae

Fig. 15. Minutiae with scores for different set of noise parameters.
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(g) fpi.001.07 with 46 minutiae (h) fpi.001.08 with 45 minutiae
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(i) fpi.001.09 with 41 minutiae (j) fpi.001.10 with 41 minutiae
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(k) fpi.001.11 with 15 minutiae (l) fpi.001.12 with 32 minutiae

Fig. 15. (Continued )
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(m) fpi.001.13 with 19 minutiae (n) fpi.001.14 with 17 minutiae

Fig. 15. (Continued )
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Fig. 16. Minutiae shown with darkness proportional to scores.

and hence, it may not be possible to ascertain which one of them appears before1

bifurcation and which two are the bifurcated ridges. Hence, it is hard to calculate

the local ridge angle at P1 that is required as a guiding direction to find the valley3

termination minutia expected to be lying between the two bifurcated ridges. This

makes the second score component, sva, zero at P1. Since sri + sva = 0, it is not5

meaningful to find the negative score imparted by noise, and therefore, by default,
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sno becomes zero. Thus, the total score of minutia P1 becomes 0, and it is not1

shown in Figs. 15(a)–15(n) and Fig. 16.

In the next minutiae P2 (type: Bifurcation, x: 345, y: 210) of Fig. 17, the first3

component of score, sri, due to ridge topographical structure in and around P2, is 34.

But the valley termination minutia, supposed to be present near P3 and within the5

two bifurcated ridges, is not present. Instead, the said valley termination minutia is

lying outside the two bifurcated ridges. To measure the distances dpp′ , dp′′r1
, dp′′r2

,7

dp′′v1
, and dp′′v2

in the set {dBM,va}, the said valley termination minutia is the

basic pre-requisite. So the score component due to valley topography, sva, for P29

is as low as 14. The noise level, η, in the window centered at P2, falls short of the

threshold noise, τnoise, set for our chosen set of parameters, and therfore, sno for11

P2 turns to be zero. The total score of P2 thus amounts to be 34 + 14− 0 = 48.

In the minutiae P3 (type: Bifurcation, x: 424, y: 55), sri is found to be 35. This13

minutia has narrowly escaped to be marked as a loop minutia, since we have set that

Table 4. (a) Score values of bifurcation
minutiae.

No. x y Angle Score

1 76 81 315 5
2 342 381 267 13
3 424 55 267 13
4 261 219 41 21
5 50 195 258 24
6 246 261 71 25
7 251 234 248 32
8 441 379 93 38
9 409 205 252 47

10 345 210 250 48
11 56 127 91 65
12 187 88 328 65
13 128 91 304 66
14 407 114 251 67
15 115 55 305 72
16 408 82 246 74

17 362 115 40 75
18 406 143 252 75
19 294 87 14 76
20 173 432 215 77
21 347 118 229 78
22 433 209 270 78
23 390 77 235 78
24 435 91 267 79
25 146 414 23 79
26 149 388 217 80
27 317 282 108 82
28 356 290 286 83
29 330 352 254 84
30 297 197 39 85
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Table 4. (b) Score values of termina-
tion minutiae.

No. x y Angle Score

1 117 337 222 6
2 420 163 75 9
3 412 430 114 22
4 42 205 270 33
5 150 115 116 43
6 82 400 41 47
7 144 215 223 49
8 177 242 34 49
9 154 473 15 50

10 388 202 90 60
11 327 91 22 82
12 115 450 216 86

each of the edge lengths of a loop should be less than 2λ. The valley termination1

minutia is found to be present near P3 between the two bifurcated ridges. Distances

in set {dBM,va} are measured, and sva is found to be 39. However, it is evident3

from the figure that this minutia is located in a highly noisy area, and the score

component sno is found to be −61 as expected. The total score of P3 thus becomes5

35 + 39− 61 = 13.

In the fourth minutia P4 (type: Bifurcation, x: 297, y: 197), sri and sva are7

estimated to be 37 and 48 respectively, whereas, sno is zero. Total score of P4

thereby amounts to 37 + 48 − 0 = 85. The topographic orderliness of the local9

neighborhood of P4 clearly supports the authenticity of the score yielded by the

procedure followed.11
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Fig. 17. Minutiae {P1, P2, P3, P4} of image fpi.001 in their local neighborhood.
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Fig. 17. (Continued )

The proposed method is implemented in C on a Sun Ultra 5 10, Sparc, 233MHz,1

the OS being the SunOS Release 5.7 Generic. The total CPU time for the evaluation

of scores of all minutiae in a ternary skeletonized fingerprint image was found to3

be around 0.03 to 0.07 sec.

6. Conclusion and Future Works5

This work elucidates a mechanism for assigning a score value to each of the extracted

minutiae, based on its topographical properties. Further improvements could be7

achieved by designing an appropriate strategy for cross-checking the prominence

of a minutia in the original gray-scale image and the smoothness of curvature of9

the ridge lines and valley lines in its local neighborhood in the ternary skeletonized

image.11

The score values obtained for a set of minutiae can be used to expedite a finger-

print matching process. A future research problem would be to devise a hierarchial13

arrangement of the minutiae based on the minutiae scores in order to reduce the

time for an unsuccessful match. Searching for a fingerprint match in a fingerprint15

database containing millions of records may take an inordinate amount of time

that can be reduced significantly by adopting a suitable cascading technique on17

the minutiae hierarchy. Fingerprint indexing by Bhanu and Tan2 strengthens our

assertion on minutiae scores for faster fingerprint recognition.19

A complete AFIS is currently being developed by us based on minutiae matching

with scores assigned to them. The aforesaid matching module takes into consider-21

ation the score values of the minutiae to speed up a fingerprint matching process3

using an efficient technique based on a new point-set pattern matching algorthim.423

The composite module will be available shortly. Experimental evidence in support
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of the affirmative role of minutiae scores on fingerprint matching techniques will be1

reported in a future paper.
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Fig. 18. Sample gray-scale images from NIST sdb-4.
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Fig. 18. (Continued )
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Fig. 19. Sample gray-scale images from NIST sdb-14.
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Fig. 20. Sample gray-scale images from FVC-2000 sdb-B1.
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Fig. 21. Sample gray-scale images from FVC-2000 sdb-B2.
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